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In spintronic devices relying on magnetic domain-wall (DW) motion, robust control over the DW

position is required. We use electric-field control of perpendicular magnetic anisotropy to create a

voltage-gated pinning site in a microstructured Pt/Co/AlOx DW conduit. A DW pins at the edge of

a gate electrode, and the strength of pinning can be tuned linearly and reversibly with an efficiency

of 0.22(1) mT/V. This result is supported by a micromagnetic model, taking full account of the

anisotropy step at the gate edge, which is directly caused by a change in the electron density due to

the choice of material. VC 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4819771]

In recent years, control of ferromagnetic (FM) devices

by electric fields has received a lot of attention due to very

promising prospects for low-power memory and logic devi-

ces. In particular, it was found that applying a voltage to a

thin magnetic film across a gate dielectric can reversibly alter

the magnetic properties, such as the magnetic anisotropy,1–8

coercivity,9,10 saturation magnetization,1,11,12 and Curie tem-

perature.11,13 This has been demonstrated to be of use in

exciting applications such as low-dissipative voltage-driven

switching,14,15 voltage-gated switching by the Spin Hall

effect,16 controlling the domain structure,17–19 and control

over magnetic domain-wall (DW) velocities.20–24 Several

mechanisms can be responsible for these effects: strain trans-

fer from a ferroelectric layer,17–19 changes to the occupation

of electron orbitals at the FM/oxide interface,1 charge trap-

ping,25 and finally, migration of O ions from the interface.26

Recently, Bauer et al.26 have been able to create pinning

sites in a DW conduit which can be reprogrammed by apply-

ing a voltage. This is particularly promising for application

in current-driven DW racetrack memory,27 in which a long

train of magnetic DWs propagates through a nanowire which

functions as a DW conduit. Reproducible operation of such a

device requires well-defined pinning sites, which are typi-

cally realized by locally altering the geometry28 or material

properties.29–31 The ability to activate and deactivate these

pinning sites, preferably at fast timescales, provides new de-

vice options and could greatly reduce the current density

needed to move the domain walls from site to site. The devi-

ces by Bauer et al.26 relied on the effect of electromigration,

which has its own advantages and disadvantages. Bernand-

Mantel et al.24 also showed DW pinning at the boundary of a

large electrode by the completely different effect of interface

charging, although a systematic analysis of the tunability of

the effect was still lacking.

In this letter, we have equipped a microstructured DW

conduit with a voltage-gated pinning site which functions by

changing the electron density at the FM/oxide interface. The

effect is demonstrated in Pt/Co/AlOx, a material that is also

very interesting for device applications since it exhibits very

fast current-induced DW motion.32 We show that the pinning

strength experienced by a DW at the edge of a gate electrode

is enhanced or decreased reversibly and linearly by a positive

or negative voltage. The linear relation between pinning

strength and voltage is supported by a micromagnetic model,

taking into account the details of the electric field distribu-

tion that create the step in the anisotropy leading to pinning.

Devices were fabricated following the design of Figure

1(a). The devices consist of a bottom Pt (4 nm)/Co (0.8 nm)

and a top Pt (20 nm) electrode, separated by a 10 nm AlOx

insulating layer. The bottom Pt/Co/AlOx electrode shows

perpendicular magnetic anisotropy (PMA)33 and is fabri-

cated by means of Electron Beam Lithography (EBL) fol-

lowed by sputtering of Pt/Co/Al, plasma oxidation of the Al

layer, and lift-off. It is shaped to function as a conduit for

magnetic DWs by patterning it into a 1 lm wide wire with a

large contact pad attached to it on one end, while the other

end is tapered. After fabrication of the bottom electrode, an

additional AlOx layer is deposited everywhere to ensure gate

insulation, and the sample is annealed at 300 �C. After that,

the top Pt electrode is fabricated by EBL.

The I–V characteristic of the fabricated device is shown

in Figure 1(b). It is seen that the AlOx layer functions as a

tunnel barrier, with a tunneling current that is negligibly

small between �4 V and þ4 V, allowing us to exclude

current-induced effects on the magnetization. In our main

experiment, we therefore apply voltages in this range and

study how DW pinning at the electrode position is affected.

The idea of the experiment is as follows (see Figure 1(c)): by

applying a voltage of the appropriate sign, the anisotropy in

the DW conduit is increased in the gate region. A perpendic-

ular magnetic field H is applied to move a DW from left to

right through the conduit. The DW experiences a step DK in

the anisotropy before entering the gate region (Figure 1(d)).

Since the energy cost of a DW increases with
ffiffiffiffi
K
p

, this cre-

ates a step in the DW energy landscape at the edge of the

gate, where the DW tends to be pinned (Figure 1(e)). The

pinning can be overcome by applying a stronger H-field,

which tilts the energy landscape due to the added Zeeman

contribution (Figure 1(f)).

a)Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail:

j.h.franken@tue.nl. Telephone: þ31-40-247-4305.
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The motion of DWs through the fabricated DW conduit

is observed directly using Kerr microscopy (Figure 2(a)).

First, we describe the situation without an applied voltage

(middle row of images). Starting from negative saturation,

the external magnetic field is increased to 4 mT and a DW is

nucleated. Interestingly, the DW does not nucleate in the con-

tact pad as intended, but rather at the tapered end, an effect

that was recently described in detail.34 After nucleation, the

DW propagates towards the gate. It is observed that the DW

stops to the left of the gate (left image), even when the volt-

age is zero. Since this is observed in almost all fabricated

devices, we believe the material properties are slightly differ-

ent underneath the contact due to, i.e., strain effects or fabri-

cation details, which create a pinning position for the DWs.

However, the pinning strength is quite weak and of the same

order as natural pinning sites which occur randomly in Pt/Co/

AlOx DW conduits. The DWs can therefore still be moved

past the gate by applying a slightly higher z-field of 5.0 mT

(see the change between the left and center images at 0 V);

this field is referred to as the pinning field. We now repeat the

experiment for various applied voltages and study how the

pinning strength is altered. Kerr microscopy snapshots for

�4 V, 0 V, and 4 V are shown in Figure 2(a). Indeed, it is

observed that the applied voltage leads to either enhancement

or reduction of the pinning field, depending on the sign of the

applied voltage. A negative voltage increases the pinning

strength, as seen in the top row of images. On the other hand,

a positive voltage leads to a significantly reduced pinning

field (<4:0 mT), as seen in the bottom row of images.

In Figure 2(b), we have performed a systematic measure-

ment of the pinning field as a function of voltage. At each

voltage, the experiment outlined above is repeated N¼ 10

times and the average pinning field is plotted, where the error

bar represents the standard deviation of the measurement

(which is
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
N � 1
p

times larger than the error in the average).

It is found that the pinning strength changes linearly with the

applied voltage. Comparing the red and blue lines in Figure

2(b), it is observed that the pinning strength is altered simi-

larly for the two H-field polarities, which is compatible with

the idea that we are tuning the DW pinning barrier and further

excludes effects of the leakage current. The effect of the volt-

age on DW pinning (average absolute slope of Figure 2(b))

quantifies to 0:2260:01 mT=V in the studied range.

Somewhere beyond 4 V, the device suffered from dielectric

breakdown after which the junction was destroyed. Looking

at the error bars, it can be seen that there is a certain spread

among individual measurements of the pinning field at con-

stant voltage. This can be attributed to thermally activated

depinning: even if a field below the “true” (zero-temperature)

pinning field is applied, there is a certain probability for the

DW to overcome the energy barrier,28 leading to a statistical

distribution in the measured pinning field.

FIG. 2. (a) Kerr microscopy images of DW behavior around the gate as a

function of applied magnetic field (horizontal) and applied voltage (verti-

cal). It is seen that the DW moves past the gate at a field strength which

depends on the voltage. (b) Systematic measurement of the pinning field as

a function of voltage. Similar slopes are found for up-down DWs (red discs,

0:2360:01 mT=V) and down-up DWs (blue triangles, 0:1960:01 mT=V).

The error bar represents the standard deviation of the measurement

(10 repeats).

FIG. 1. (a) Sketch of the fabricated device; (b) I–V characteristic of the de-

vice; (c) sketch of the situation in the gate region: the excess electrons at the

AlOx/Co interface enhance the magnetic anisotropy, thereby creating a step

in the anisotropy at the gate boundary as sketched in (d). This leads to a DW

being pinned in the DW energy landscape sketched in (e). Upon application

of a magnetic field H in (f), the DW can be depinned.

102411-2 Franken et al. Appl. Phys. Lett. 103, 102411 (2013)
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We now turn to a simple DW-energy model in order to

verify these results, in particular, the magnitude of the

observed pinning effect. In the previous experiments on per-

manent DW pinning sites created by Focused Ion Beam irra-

diation,29,30 we developed a model to describe the pinning

field at an anisotropy step DK (Ref. 30)

Hpin ¼
DK

2l0Ms

� 2k
d

tanh
d
2k
: (1)

Here, Ms is the saturation magnetization (1400 kA/m for

Co), and k is the width of the DW. We estimate

k ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A=K

p
¼ 7:7 nm, assuming the exchange stiffness

A ¼ 16 pJ=m (Ref. 35) and the effective uniaxial anisotropy

K ¼ 0:27 MJ/m3, measured by SQUID magnetometry.

Furthermore, two important tunable parameters can be iden-

tified: (1) the magnitude of the step in the anisotropy DK,

and (2) the length scale d of the anisotropy gradient, as

defined in Figure 1(d).

To estimate the magnitude of DK in our experiments,

we use results that were obtained on very large junctions

made of the same material, where the DW velocity was

altered using an electric field.21 In this experiment, it was

found that in order to explain the observed changes in DW

velocity, the change of the Co/AlOx surface magnetic anisot-

ropy per applied electric field amounted to 1462 fJ V�1

m�1. Multiplying this value by the electric field V/t and

dividing by the Co thickness (0.8 nm) yields the effective

(volume) anisotropy change DK. Less straightforward is the

estimation of the length scale of the anisotropy gradient, d.

The electron density at the Co/AlOx interface, which deter-

mines K, is not expected to jump instantaneously at x¼ 0,

where the top electrode starts. Rather, the electron density is

expected to change gradually, and the characteristic length d
of this change might depend on the thickness t of the insulat-

ing layer and its relative permittivity �r. To estimate this, a

2D COMSOL model is developed which calculates the elec-

tric field distribution in the layer system around the gate

region. Taking �r ¼ 7 for AlOx and t ¼ 10 nm, we find the

voltage distribution as sketched in Figure 3(a). It is expected

that the PMA scales with the electric field at the Co/AlOx

interface (dashed line), which is plotted as a function of x in

Figure 3(b) for various t. As expected, it is observed that d
increases with t, which is visualized by the shaded areas in

Figure 3(b). We define the gradient length d by extrapolating

the slope at the center of the profile to the full profile height.

If we incorporate the values of d extracted from Figure 3(b)

into the model of Eq. (1), we get the pinning strength as a

function of voltage shown in Figure 3(c) for varying AlOx

thickness t. The slope of the voltage induced pinning field

for a 10 nm thick AlOx layer is 0.44 mT/V (red line in Figure

3(c)), of the same order as the value 0:2260:01 mT/V found

in the experiment (dashed orange line in Figure 3(c)). We

therefore think this model captures the essential physics of

the observed effect, although fully quantitative agreement

cannot be claimed due to various subtleties, such as the

uncertainty in the voltage dependence of K, the 1D-model

simplification, the roughness of the top electrode, the precise

value of the DW width k, and the fact that DW pinning is a

thermally assisted process. We should also note that in the

model, pinning is absent at 0 V, whereas in the experiment

the strength of an already existing pinning barrier is altered,

although this does not have major consequences for the

physics involved.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a pinning site in a

Pt/Co/AlOx DW conduit which can be tuned by applying an

electric field. The pinning field was shown to change linearly

as a function of applied voltage at 0:2260:01 mT/V. A sim-

ple micromagnetic 1D model in combination with calcula-

tions of the electric field distribution yielded a reasonable

reproduction of the observed effect. The model suggests that

not only the magnitude of the electric field but also the width

of the electric field distribution at the gate edge is important

in engineering an efficient pinning site. Although a much

stronger pinning field was achieved by Bauer et al.26 using

FIG. 3. (a) Calculation of the voltage profile at the gate for an AlOx thick-

ness t ¼ 10 nm. The resulting E-field as a function of x at the Co/AlOx inter-

face (red dashed line) is plotted in (b) for t ¼ 4:5 nm (blue), t ¼ 10 nm (red),

and t ¼ 20 nm (green), where the shaded area indicates the width of the E-

field profile, which is seen to increase for thicker t. Panel (c) shows the

expected DW pinning strength as a function of voltage based on the profile

width d plugged into Eq. (1), along with a fit to the experimental data

(dashed orange line).
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the effect of electromigration, our result is caused by the

completely different mechanism of tuning the electron den-

sity at the interface which might have its own advantages,

such as a potentially higher toggling speed. In a preliminary

experiment, we have observed that a pinned DW depins rela-

tively quickly (�1s) after the voltage is removed. It is there-

fore worthwhile to investigate the speed limit of this

mechanism for application in future devices.

This work is part of the research programme of the

Foundation for Fundamental Research on Matter (FOM),

which is part of the Netherlands Organisation for Scientific

Research (NWO). This work was supported by NanoNextNL,
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